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Abstract

In this article a method for the estimation of cloth simu-
lation parameters is presented. We propose a method, based
on already published methods from different fields, that can
successfully create the mechanical model of a cloth, based
only on a single monocular video source of a cloth been
held and moved in the air by two hands. We propose the
use of a moving graph generation method using Scale In-
variant Feature Transformation (SIFT). Having the mov-
ing graph of the real cloth as the goal, a method based on
genetic algorithms was designed to produce the mechani-
cal properties of the cloth’s mechanical model. This way
a simulated cloth with similar mechanical properties will
be created. For our experiments a mechanical model based
on Provot’s mass-spring-damper (MSD) cloth model with
adjustable springs and dampers was used. However, we
present a method that can be easily adjusted to any particle-
based cloth model. The method presented was designed to
be easily applicable so as to enable the broader use of cloth
models in robotized cloth manipulation tasks. The use of a
cloth’s digital twin, enables the major part of tuning of a
robot controller to be made offline. This will significantly
accelerate the tuning process, enabling the broader use of
robots in more delicate cloth manipulation tasks. Finally,
to prove the validity of our method we provide the results
of experiments with cloths of different patterns and physical
parameters.

1. Introduction
The textile industry has seen significant changes in terms

of automation of tasks in the past few years. Many factories
have now turned into robots to perform tasks that tradition-
ally were performed by humans. However, this transition in
most of the cases comes for tasks where the mechanical pa-
rameters of cloth can be surpassed. In these types of tasks,
the cloth is considered to be rigid by the automated system.
One way to achieve this, is to stiffen the cloth by stretching
it and holding it in place. Another way to achieve stiffness
is by changing temporarily the mechanical parameters of
the cloth. A way of temporary stiffening is to dampen and
then cool the cloth till it is rigid. However, most of cloth
manipulation tasks require the cloth in its physical form.
These tasks in a vast majority are still performed by hu-
mans. To properly automate these types of tasks, the me-
chanical model of cloth is needed. Given its mechanical
model, the movement and the general behaviour of a cloth
can be estimated. This information can then be used to tune
a controller towards a desired cloth movement or towards
minimizing the damage on the cloth.

Currently there are two notable methods that can accu-
rately measure a cloth’s mechanical parameters. The first is
the Kawabata Evaluation System (KES) [13], which was
the first method developed for this reason. Performing ten-
sile, shear, pure bending, compression, surface friction and
roughness tests, this method can measure a cloth’s mechan-
ical parameters with significant accuracy. The other method
available is the Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST)
method [7].This method applies a set of instruments and
test procedures in a similar manner to KES, while also this
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method is cheaper and simpler to use compared to KES.
These systems, due to their high price and their low acces-
sibility, are not applicable for most cases of cloth manipu-
lation outside large factories. In order to use the mechan-
ical model of a cloth on an automated controller, we need
simpler and more cost-efficient methods. This is the reason
researchers in the past few years have developed methods of
estimating a cloth’s mechanical model that require less spe-
cial equipment. Such research work is the one by P. Kous-
toumpardis et al. [14] who managed to perform automated
tensile tests using a robotic arm and a force sensor. This
research work made a part of the calculations needed for an
accurate cloth simulation able to be performed directly by
a robot without the need for special equipment. However,
there is still room for improvement in terms of applicability
and overall accuracy.

For the above-mentioned reasons, we present a novel
method for the estimation of the mechanical parameters of
a cloth, towards an accurate cloth simulation. This method
is projected to be used for the creation of the digital twin of
any cloth. This will enable the tuning of a robot controller
for a cloth manipulation task, to be performed in its vast
majority on a simulated environment. Thus many cloth ma-
nipulation tasks, requiring more accurate movement, will
be able to be robotised. Our approach is based on graph
matching to generate the moving graph of a cloth and then
through a genetic algorithm it can estimate the correspond-
ing mechanical model of the cloth. Contrary to most of the
methods requiring to a greater or lesser extent special equip-
ment, our method requires only a single web camera.

Our contribution can be summed up in three aspects:

1. We apply for the first time a graph matching method
for the purpose of the estimation of a mechanical
model of a cloth.

2. We present a non-model-depended method that can be
applied with minor changes in any type of cloth model.

3. We present a method requiring the least amount of
equipment, enabling its implementation outside of
large factories or laboratories.

2. Related Work
The scientific challenges, faced by the proposed ap-

proach, rise from the research fields of deformable object
tracking, cloth modelling and genetic algorithms.

2.1. Deformable Object Tracking

A study that was one of the first that presented a method
for efficient deformable object tracking, was that of C. Bre-
gler et al. [3].In this study, the 3D shape, in each frame of a
video, was considered a linear combination of basis shapes.
At the time the study published, it was the first to introduce a

method for efficient 3D shape recovery without prior knowl-
edge of a model. However, the results of their study were
limited in human face and animal tracking. M. Salzmann et
al. in their paper [23] presented a method for the construc-
tion of the 3D shape of a deformed surface by assembling
linear local models of the surface. Using the SIFT (Scale In-
variant Feature Transformation) method, they matched the
3D points to their corresponding points in the surface tem-
plate image.

The above-mentioned studies were an inspiration for
numerous future studies in this field. S. Vicente and L.
Agapito [29] proposed a template-free method of surface
reconstruction, based only on two monocular images. DT
Ngo et al. [20] presented a method for 3D shape recovery
using Laplacian meshes. This method reduced the dimen-
sions of this problem and hence enabled real-time solutions.
A study published later from A. Chhatkuli et al. [4] intro-
duced a new method for 3D shape reconstruction from tem-
plate based on the integration of first-order quantity estima-
tions such as depth gradient and surface normal. Towards
more efficient 3d reconstructions, S. Parashar et al. [21]
developed a method that could find correspondences with
greater efficiency than the methods previously presented.

One of the most recent studies to address this problem
is the one of T. Wang et al. [31]. In that study authors
presented a novel approach of 3D shape reconstruction by
tracking a deformable surface using graph matching. By di-
viding the surface to equal parts and applying SIFT method
to each of them, they managed to find correspondences
with the template and by using the method they presented,
they managed to track the surface with greater accuracy and
speed.

2.2. Cloth Modelling

To be able to research a cloth’s behavior, its mechanical
model is needed. Thus, methods for cloth modelling were
presented even when computers were not able to properly
visualize them. Terzopoulos et al. [27] with their research
work about the mechanical representation of a cloth laid the
foundations for many future research works on this subject.
One common method of cloth modelling is the mass-spring-
damper (MSD) model. One of the first studies to present
this model was the study of X. Provot [22].This method rep-
resents the cloth as a structure of interconnected nodes of
definite mass. The connections between them can be mod-
elled using springs and dampers. Another approach on cloth
modelling is using finite element method (FEM). Based on
thin shell theory, the cloth is able to be represented as dis-
crete interpolated patches. FEM can produce greater results
in terms of accuracy but requires significant computational
time. JR.Collier et al. [6] simulated a cloth’s behavior using
this method, while O. Etzmuß et al. [8] presented a faster
more efficient method that became the basis of many future
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research works. Particle-based system method is the third
main type of cloth simulation methods. This method rep-
resents the cloth as a group of particles. A cloth’s behav-
ior can then be simulated by applying forces on them. D.
Breen [2] presented a method based on this principle, while
also that method enabled the direct use of KES measure-
ments to produce the simulation of a cloth.

Except of the above mentioned methods, significant
progress have been also made in the development of dy-
namic simulation methods. Towards a point based de-
formable object dynamic simulation method, K. Moustakas
et al. [19] presented a framework which can achieve both
real-time collision detection and haptic interaction using
superquadric virtual object modeling. By creating an SQ-
Map instead of using traditional computational methods,
this method managed to accelerate the process by reducing
the computational cost and the amount of data used. In the
same sense, A. Vogiannou et al. [30] with their work, im-
proved the performance of Bounding Volume Hierarchies
method for collision detection. They presented an algorithm
based on the concept of support planes that can outperform
the typical Bounding Volumes method in terms of efficiency
and speed.

Recent studies have managed to model a cloth at the yarn
level. One of the first to present a cloth modelling solu-
tion at yarn level was JM. Kaldor et al. [12]. In their study
focused on the modelling of knitted cloths, which due to
their structure present different mechanical properties than
those of woven cloths. Their model was consisted of inex-
tensible yet flexible B-spline tubes. G. Cirio et al. [5] pre-
sented a yarn-level modelling method that can be applied
both in woven and knitted cloths. It was mainly focused on
the yarn-yarn contacts and treated them as persistent with a
possibility of sliding. Thus, they managed to present a sig-
nificantly faster method than the others available at the time.
Z. Montazeri et al. in their study [18] presented a method
to generate photorealistic and mechanically accurate cloth
model at yarn level. They also introduced a method using
deep neural networks to match yarn-level deformation to
fiber reconfiguration.

2.3. Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms firstly introduced by J. Holland [9].
This is a method mainly used in problems in which a de-
terministic approach is sincerely time-consuming. Follow-
ing the principle of C. Darwin, this algorithm selects from
each iteration the best candidates and then produces new
candidates based on these. This algorithm has been used
for numerous different problems. A method for image seg-
mentation presented by B. Bhanu et al. [1], utilized the ge-
netic algorithm method to adapt the segmentation process in
changes caused by environmental conditions. P. R. Srivas-
tava et al. [25] used genetic algorithms to identify the most

error-prone parts of a program for software testing. Y. Sun
et al. [26] developed a method that by using genetic algo-
rithms can design a CNN structure for image segmentation
tasks.

However, genetic algorithms are also widely used for
robotic tasks. Hu Yanrong [10] presented a knowledge-
based genetic algorithm for the path planning of mobile
robot. This method can be used both on static and dynamic
environment, while it can also be used for multi-robot path
planning by considering other robots as moving obstacles.
In the same sense, Ismail [11] developed another method
based on genetic algorithms for mobile robot path plan-
ning. A method presented by CC Tsai [28] used two parallel
elite genetic algorithms (EGA) and a genetic operator. This
method can produce a feasible path that is then smoothed
towards an real world application of autonomous driving.

2.4. Cloth Simulation for Robotic Manipulation

Due to the importance of an accurate simulation for
robotized manipulation of a deformable object, several
studies were conducted, with lots of them presenting sig-
nificant results. Y. Li et al. [15] presented a method for
the classification of different types of cloths and the es-
timation of their poses. Their method using the simula-
tion of each cloth can produce large sets of depth images
that they then use to retrieve useful information for each
cloth. These data are then used to identify the cloth and
estimate its pose. This method was tested in robotized ma-
nipulation tasks such as regrasping and folding. In an other
study, Y. Li et al. [16], further improved the aforementioned
method. They reduced the cost by using a low-cost depth
sensor, while also they further improved the accuracy of
their method by applying different processes for feature ex-
traction. Similar to the two previously referred works, I.
Mariolis et al. [17] presented a method based on deep con-
volutional neural networks to identify the type of a cloth and
estimate its pose. They evaluated their method using both
real and synthetic depth images. The experiments of these
studies prove the potential of the use of cloth simulation in
robotized cloth manipulation tasks.

3. Overview
The method we propose 1 consists of two steps. We first

obtain a video of a cloth been manipulated. As a video cap-
turing device, we use a single typical 720p web camera.
The manipulation of the cloth can be performed either by a
human or by cooperative robotic devices. From the monoc-
ular video we then extract the state of the cloth on each time
frame. The state of the cloth can be represented by its mov-
ing graph. So, we generate a moving graph for each time
frame of the manipulation process, using a simplified ver-
sion of a method [31] presented by T. Wang et al. that used
this method to track a deformed surface in a video. Thus,
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Figure 1. General workflow of the system proposed

using the template of a cloth and a Scale Invariant Feature
Transformation (SIFT) process, the position of the cloth can
be retrieved. A SIFT with the whole template of the cloth
has to be performed to identify the cloth in the initial video
frame and generate the initial state of the moving graph.
Then, for each of the following frames, the template of the
cloth divided in equal parts and the same process is per-
formed for each of the generated nodes with its according
part of the template. To properly run the simulation, the tra-
jectories of the points in the camera space from which the
cloth is held are also needed. In case of robotized manip-
ulation, these trajectories can be directly retrieved from the
trajectory planning of robot’s end effector. However, when
the cloth is manipulated by a human user, the recovery of
these trajectories is achieved by tracking user’s hands and
in particular the two points from which he holds the cloth.
This is achieved using the method presented by T. Simon et
al. [24] which can track up to 20 key points on a hand and
hence give a good approximation of its pose.

The system can evaluate its estimation by applying them
directly to a simulated mechanical model of a cloth. This
model based on a mass-spring-damper (MSD) model will
undergo the same exact manipulation as the real one had.
As depicted in 1 the moving graph of the simulated model
will then be compared to the moving graph generated from
the video and their positional distance will serve as the fit-
ness function of our genetic algorithm method. Once the
whole process is completed, a digital twin of the cloth will
have been created. Then using a reinforcement learning tun-
ing process, a robot controller can be properly tuned. This
controller will be specially designed to perform a task with
as much accuracy as possible for the corresponding cloth.

4. Graph matching method for cloth tracking
To effectively track the cloth in each frame we used a

simplified method of the one presented by T. Wang [31].
The cloth can be tracked using its template of shape ST

. This known template of shape ST can be represented as a
graph of M ·N interconnected nodes {nij = [xij , yij ], 1 ≤
i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M}. To track the cloth, we use a video
of NF frames. We will refer to the shape of the deformed
cloth in each frame as {SFt , 1 ≤ t ≤ NF }.

At first, a SIFT algorithm is applied to detect correspon-
dences between the slightly deformed shape SF0

, in the ini-
tial frame space F and the shape ST in template space T .
Since the deformation of cloth can be changed from frame
to frame, it can be represented as an equation mapping each
point PT of space T to a point PFt

of space F : d, R2 → Rw.
Since our final goal is only to compare the moving graph of
the simulated cloth to the moving graph of the real cloth so
as to provide the necessary feedback to the reinforcement
learning system, there is no need to convert our 2D points
to 3D.

The m detected correspondences between space T and
space F can be stored as a set of points, C : {PTi , PF1i

}mi=1.
Given that the user holds the cloth still and slightly
stretched, we can assume that the cloth deformation at the
initial frame is negligible. So, we consider SF0

to be equal
to ST for the initial frame. Then from the detected corre-
spondences we can estimate the homography between space
T and space F . Homography will estimate the position
of the shape ST in space F . Then, by dividing ST to
(M − 1) · (N − 1) equal parts, we generate the graph rep-
resenting the shape of the cloth. The initial position of each
node n will be set so as to be evenly placed across the shape
SF0

.
To effectively generate the moving graph of the cloth in

all frames we will need to use a new moving graph of (M−
1) · (N − 1) nodes. From now on we will refer to the nodes
of this moving graph as {wi,jt = [xi,jt , yi,jt ], 1 ≤ i ≤
N−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ M−1, 1 ≤ t ≤ NF }. The position of each
node will be the center of each of the equal parts of SF0

.
This representation has been selected instead of the original
moving graph of (M−1)·(N−1) nodes, due to the way the
graph matching algorithm we used works. This algorithm
requires a rectangular part, consisting of four nodes, to be
able to produce a new position for wi,jt .

For each of the following frames a SIFT algorithm will
be applied to find the correspondences between a rectangu-
lar window around each wi,jt and its corresponding part of
the template ST . We will refer to the rectangle of each node
wi,jt as {r(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ M − 1}. Let the
distance between two consecutive nodes of the same line be
l, the size of the rectangle window can be represented as
{d · d, l ≤ d ≤ 2l}.

This time the SIFT algorithm, unlike its application in
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the initial frame where we retrieved all the correspondences,
it will only keep the position in SFt where the best corre-
spondence occurred. This position will then serve as the po-
sition of wi,jt . This happens because, by dividing the cloth
in equal parts we significantly reduce the number of corre-
spondences corresponding to each part. Hence, depending
on cloth’s pattern, it will not always be possible to calculate
homography for every part. For groups that no correspon-
dences can be found in a specific frame, we will assume
that wi,jt = wi,jt−1

. This is inevitable; hence this method
only depends on SIFT algorithm. Such phenomena mostly
occur when the part of a cloth does not have a distinct pat-
tern. However, because they are only observed in specific
groups, it will not have a significant effect on our result.

5. Estimation of the mechanical parameters of
a cloth

To effectively estimate the parameters of the cloth, we
have designed a method based on genetic algorithms. The
estimation sequence can be divided into two parts; the algo-
rithm used for the parameter estimation and the simulation
of the cloth that serves as the evaluation of the algorithm’s
results.

5.1. Estimation method based on genetic algorithms

For the estimation of the mechanical parameters needed
for simulating the cloth, a method based on genetic algo-
rithms was selected. This method can provide high-quality
estimations of the parameters in lower time in comparison
with other similar methods. In addition, due to its design
2 it can explore different solutions, even while converging
to one. Thus, minimizing the possibility of converging in a
local ultimo.

The values to be estimated are the spring constant of
Structural and Shear springs, the spring constant of Flexion
springs and the general damper value between two intercon-
nected nodes of the cloth. Each of these values, given upper
and lower bounds, can be represented by a 16-bit number.
A set of these values serves as a chromosome in the genetic
algorithm. Thus, each of the algorithm’s chromosomes con-
sists of 48-bits. Starting, the algorithm generates 20 indi-
vidual 48-bit strings representing a set of values. By using
the fitness function, which in our case stands for the simu-
lation of the cloth, a score can be calculated for each set of
values. The algorithm tries to maximize this score by gen-
erating better sets of values. The generation of each set of
values is based on three main genetic operators: Selection,
Crossover and Mutation. Our method directly adds the sin-
gle best scoring set of values in the next batch of 20 48-bit
strings. A product of Mutation applied to the best scoring
48-bit string, is also added to the next batch of strings. The
other 18 strings will be added after applying all three above-
mentioned genetic operators.

Figure 2. Reproduction strategy of our genetic algorithm method

The main goal of Selection is to generate sets of values
based on the sets with the best score from the previous it-
eration. The method used for selecting the best values is
Tournament Selection. The way it works is that it runs a
tournament among several individual chromosomes from
the previous iteration and selects those with the best val-
ues from each tournament. The selected 48-bit strings will
then proceed to the Crossover and Mutation stages. This
way the method will exclude the bad scoring sets from the
production of the chromosomes of the next iteration.

Moving to the Crossover module the 48-bit strings are
divided into pairs. From each pair two new chromosomes
will then be generated. There are lots of ways of generat-
ing new chromosomes based on two older chromosomes,
such as Single Point, Two Point and Uniform Crossover.
In our method we used the Single Point Crossover, based
on its speed advantage compared to the others. The Single
Point crossover method selects a random crossover point
from which each of the 48-bit strings will be divided. So,
each string is divided into two pieces and then the opposite
pieces from each string will then be merged to produce the
two new 48-bit strings. This method is also designed not to
perform crossover in a median rate of 10% and to pass the
previous strings to the next generation without any further
change. This is performed to further ensure the diversity of
the chromosomes.

The last phase before generating the 18+1 new strings
for the next iteration is the Mutation stage. Mutation stage
is a decisive part towards the genetic diversity across itera-
tions. In this stage, one or more bits of each chromosome
string can be changed based on the Mutation probability we
have set. By applying Mutation to a 48-bit string, its corre-
sponding value can be significantly changed. Thus further
reducing the probability of converging in a local ultimo.

When the score of the estimated values must be calcu-
lated, a transition has to be made. Thus, the 48-bit string
is divided in 16-bit strings that will then be mapped, based
on the bounds we have set, to real values. The new values
will be used by the fitness function to calculate the score.
In our case the simulation of the cloth serves as the fitness
function.
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5.2. Evaluation of the estimated parameters using
a cloth’s simulation

To be able to evaluate the output of our genetic algo-
rithm we designed a cloth simulator. This simulator can
effectively simulate the behavior of a cloth with defined me-
chanical parameters at a given environmental state.

For the purposes of our genetic algorithm sequence, a
simulation of the cloth under the same manipulation is
needed. Thus, an effective transition of the user’s move-
ment is mandatory. If the cloth is manipulated by a robot,
then by tracking the robot’s movements, we can easily ob-
tain the position of its manipulators in each frame. When
a user manipulates the cloth in the video, a hand keypoint
detection method [24] was used. Hence, we can effectively
track the points from which the user picks the cloth and then
transfer them to our simulation environment.

Regarding the cloth model that we used to simulate
the cloth; Provot’s mass-spring-damper (MSD) [22] cloth
model was used. This model consists of nodes of exact
mass, equally distributed across the rectangular surface of
the cloth, forming rows and columns. These nodes are con-
nected with each other with mass-spring systems. Based on
the nodes they are connecting there are three different types
of springs.

1. Structural Springs, which connect nodes [i, j] with
[i, j + 1] and [i, j] with [i+ 1, j]

2. Shear Springs, which connect nodes [i, j] with [i +
1, j + 1] and [i+ 1, j] with [i, j + 1]

3. Flexion Springs, which connect nodes [i, j] with [i, j+
2] and [i, j] with [i+ 2, j + 2]

The spring constant k and the damping ratio ζ are the
values of each connection that can be adjusted to model the
behavior of the real cloth. In our experiments we consid-
ered Structural and Shear springs to have the same spring
constant k1, while Flexion springs had a different constant
k2. The damping ratio ζ considered to be the same for all
the different springs. Hence, the coefficients that the ge-
netic algorithm have to produce are the two different spring
coefficients k1, k2 and the damping ratio ζ.

The fitness function of our genetic algorithm derives
from the positional difference of the moving graph of the
simulated cloth and the moving graph of the real cloth.
Specifically, the positional error is calculated by calculat-
ing the positional errors of each node in every frame. Then,
we calculate the mean error for each node and subsequently
we calculate the mean of the mean errors of all nodes. This
way we create a robust metric that will not be significantly
affected by temporarily poorly tracked nodes. We will re-
fer to the position of each node of the simulation in each
time frame as {ri,jt = [xi,jt , yi,jt, 1 ≤ i ≤ N −1, 1 ≤ j ≤

M−1, 1 ≤ t ≤ NF }. The position of each node of the mov-
ing graph can be described as {wi,jt = [xi,jt , yi,jt ], 1 ≤
i ≤ N − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ M − 1, 1 ≤ t ≤ NF }. Given the
above, the mean accumulative positional error mpe serving
as the evaluation metric, results by dividing the sum of the
error of each time frame sd with NF and can be described
by the following equation:

sd =

N−1∑
i=1

M−1∑
j=1

NF∑
t=1

|ri,jt − wi,jt |
(N − 1) · (M − 1)

mpe =
sd

NF

6. Results
In order to prove the efficiency of the proposed system,

several experiments were conducted. In particular, two ex-
periments are presented in this section to both prove the sys-
tem’s stability and denote the condition in which system’s
results lack accuracy.

In these experiments, several different types of cloths
were used. The cloths selected, differ both in size, pat-
tern, color and mechanical properties. For each of the
experiments, the same workflow was applied. At first a
short monocular video was taken. The video depicts a man
stretching and unstretching a cloth while moving it at the
same time. From this video, using the algorithms we pre-
sented in previous chapters we are able to extract the tra-
jectories of the points from which the user holds the cloth,
while also the trajectories of the nodes which constitute the
model of the cloth. The trajectories of the manipulation
points will be used from the simulation program so that to
reenact the movements of the cloth. The node trajectories
will only be used by the end of the simulation for evalu-
ation purposes. While the initial mechanical properties of
the model of the cloth are randomly selected, for each other
iteration these properties result from the genetic algorithm
process. The genetic algorithm runs for 50 iterations and its
output is the set of properties with the least positional error
from the measurements of the real cloth.

First, the results of the initial cloth tracking are pre-
sented. The SIFT algorithm managed to efficiently track
the cloth with significant accuracy. In order to be able to
identify many keypoints from cloth’s template, we used an
image of greater resolution in comparison with the video
frames. After matching all the keypoints, the system cre-
ates an outline of the cloth. The cloth in the initial frame
is held in a straight position to be able to be outlined with
the least amount of line segments. By the time the outline is
designed 3, the area of the cloth is divided into equal M ·N
parts and the nodes are designed. The specific clothes pre-
sented are of size 60cm×30cm. Hence we divide it in 20·10
equal rectangular parts. Each of those parts will be of size
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Figure 3. SIFT algorithm results and graph initialization on two
different clothes

3cm× 3cm. In the experimental results presented in 3, the
correspondences between the template of the cloth (left) and
the initial frame of cloth manipulation (right) are depicted
in red line segments, while the nodes and the springs of the
constructed graph are depicted using blue dots and blue line
segments.

After the initial generation of nodes and connections, the
graph matching method is applied to track the movements
of the cloth and generate the moving graph. This moving
graph will be the example with which the results of the sim-
ulation will be compared. Due to the method’s unreliability
in cases with no distinct patterns, the evaluation will only
take into consideration the nodes for which it has high re-
liability. This means that, at any case the method cannot
produce an accurate position about a node, the position of
this node at that exact time frame will not be considered for
the evaluation.

The next step of the overall method is the calculation of
the mechanical parameters of the mechanical model of the
cloth using genetic algorithms. In each iteration the genetic
algorithm produces two spring coefficients k1, k2 and the
damping ratio ζ. These values will be given as an input in
the simulation and a moving graph of the simulated model
will then be produced. The genetic algorithm will run for
50 iterations with a population of 20 different sets of values.

Due to an unavailability of the proper equipment, a
proper measure of the mechanical properties of the real
cloth was not possible, hence the evaluation of the results
is only based on the difference between the real cloth and
its simulation at an exact time frame. Regarding the exper-
iments presented, first cloth was less stiff than the second
one. This difference can be recognized both on the values
of the mechanical properties but mainly on the resulted sim-

Simulation Parameters of the 1st cloth.
k1 = 4.258
k2 = 16.065
ζ = 0.049

Mean Accumulative Positional Error
2.5 cm

Table 1. Results of the experiment with a flexible cloth.

Simulation Parameters of the 2nd cloth.
k1 = 4.258
k2 = 16.065
ζ = 0.038

Mean Accumulative Positional Error
3.8 cm

Table 2. Results of the experiment with the stiffer cloth.

Figure 4. Two-frame comparison of the results for a flexible cloth.

ulations. For the first more flexible cloth, the resulted sim-
ulation can depict the overall shape on each movement but
fails to accurately depict the slight fold on the upper side of
the second image 4. The mpe for the first cloth is 2.5 cm.

The second cloth was significantly stiffer and while the
simulation shares lots of similarities on the behaviour with
the real cloth, fails to forecast the non-uniform folds 5. As
expected, the mpe is higher than the mpe of the previous
experiment, at 3.8 cm. This result proves the disadvantage
of our MSD model to properly visualise the non-uniform
folds of this cloth.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a complete method of estimat-

ing the mechanical model of the cloth. This work differs
from others due to its applicability. The use of a monocular
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Figure 5. Two-frame comparison of the results for a stiffer cloth.

video source along with the low cost of the equipment, cre-
ates a reliable and affordable solution for cloth modelling
applications. Our method can be applied only in fabrics
with distinct pattern, because of the graph matching method
used, that relies only in optical data. This work was also de-
signed to make the use of a reliable cloth model easier for
robotics applications. In the future, this method is projected
to be used to create fast and reliable cloth models, in order to
be used in offline tuning of automated controllers, designed
for cloth manipulation tasks. Making accurate estimation of
a cloth’s mechanical parameters will accelerate the training
of robots on cloth manipulation tasks, by enabling a signif-
icant amount of tuning to be performed offline. Hence, the
traditional control methods based on reinforcement learning
could be able to be performed in a simulated environment
with accurate cloth and robot models. This will not only
accelerate the overall process but also will make the train-
ing process safer by using the simulated rather than the real
robot in the training phase.
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